In this paper we focus on the resolution of the message updating conflict problem in layered algorithm for DVB-T2 LDPC decoders. Unlike the previous resolutions, we directly implement the layered algorithm without modifying the parity-check matrices (PCM) or the decoding algorithm. DVB-T2 LDPC decoder architecture is also proposed in this paper with two new techniques which guarantee conflict-free layered decoding. The PCM Rearrange technique reduces the number of conflicts and eliminates all of data dependency problems between layers to ensure high pipeline efficiency. The Layer Division technique deals with all remaining conflicts with a well-designed decoding schedule. Experiment results show that compared to state-of-the-art works we achieve a slight error-correcting performance gain for DVB-T2 LDPC codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [1] , which are firstly invented by Gallager in 1960s, recently as error-correcting codes (ECC), are receiving much attention in both academic and industrial areas because of their excellent error-correcting performance and parallelization with relatively low implementation complexity for decoders. The iterative decoding process of LDPC codes is originally based on the two-phase message-passing algorithm (TPMP). [1] In 2003, Mansour introduced the concept of turbo-decoding messagepassing (TDMP) [2] , which is also called layered algorithm, for his proposed structured or architecture-aware LDPC (AA-LDPC) codes, enables up to twice convergent speed.
Considering the implementation complexity for encoders and decoders, many structured LDPC codes are proposed. The irregularrepeat-accumulate (IRA)-LDPC codes [3] , which benefit from linear encoding complexity and relatively simple structure, have already been included in long distance communication systems such as DVB-T2 [4] , DVB-S2 [5] and ISDB-S2. [6] The quasi-cyclic (QC)-LDPC codes [7] , has already been adopted in many communication standards such as WiMAX and Wi-Fi. Moreover, the structured QC-LDPC codes make it effectively suitable for partial-parallel decoder implementation with the layered algorithm.
For the structured IRA-LDPC codes, many researchers also attempt to implement with the layered algorithm for efficiently partial-parallel decoding [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, some IRA-LDPC codes cannot be implemented with layered algorithm directly because of the so-called message updating conflict problem which appears while dividing the PCM into layers. Directly ignoring the conflicts will cause serious performance loss. The error-correcting performance degradation can be larger than 0.2dB in SNR (signal-tonoise ratio) compared with conflict-free layered decoding performance. [12] To solve this problem, authors in [8] and [9] decoded the conflict layers with TPMP algorithm while authors in [10] and [11] tried to modify the PCM of conflict layers. The authors in [12] proposed a selective recalculation strategy applied to the layered algorithm to achieve conflict-free error-correcting performance, but the algorithm is not hardware-friendly.
In this paper, we focus our attention on the resolution of message updating conflicts for DVB-T2 LDPC codes. Unlike the previous resolutions, we can directly implement the layered algorithm without modifying the PCM or the decoding algorithm. Two new techniques are proposed to guarantee conflict-free layered decoding performance. Firstly, the PCM Rearrange technique effectively reduces the number of conflicts with a reasonable parallelism and eliminates all of data dependency problems between layers to ensure high pipeline efficiency. Secondly, the Layer Division technique solves all remaining conflicts with a well-designed decoding schedule. A synthesizable DVB-T2 LDPC decoder architecture is also introduced in this paper to demonstrate detail implementations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly describes the layered decoding algorithm and the arising message updating conflict problem when applying to DVB-T2 LDPC codes. In Section III, the proposed PCM Rearrange and Layer Division techniques are discussed in detail. The proposed decoder architecture is presented in Section IV. Section V demonstrates the comparison results of decoding performances and implementation results, while Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MESSAGE UPDATING CONFLICT IN LAYERED DVB-T2 DECODER
A. LDPC codes in DVB-T2 standard DVB-T2 is the second generation digital terrestrial television broadcasting system. LDPC codes specified in DVB-T2 standard belong to systematic IRA-LDPC codes. The PCM can be divided into several parts, shown in Fig. 1 . Matrix H A , which represents the connections between information nodes and check nodes, can be further divided into j M-column sub-matrices. The connections of first column for each sub-matrix H Aj are specified by row j of the corresponding address tables specified in [4] and the following M-1 columns are generated by cyclically shift a number of q from the previous columns as shown in the figure, which is ( )/ q N K M , a code rate dependent constant. Matrix H B , which represents the connections between parity nodes and check nodes, is a staircase matrix.
The periodical feature M = 360 of the PCM makes it possible for partial-parallel decoding. Through very simple row reorder process based on modulo operations to the row indices, the PCM can be shown as QC-like matrix [9] , in which three types of sub-matrices with block size 360x360 exist. They are: all-zero blocks, shifted identity blocks and multiple shifted identity (MSI) blocks. The MSI blocks with several diagonals, which do not exist in common QC matrices, leads to message updating conflict problem while decoding with partial-parallel layered algorithm. 
B. Partial-parallel layered decoding algorithm
The layered algorithm divides each iteration into sub-iterations or layers and utilizes the intermediate a-posteriori probability APP j for each variable node j to calculate the extrinsic information L ij , which represent messages sent from check node i to variable node j. The decoding procedure of layered algorithm is shown below.
At first, APP j are initialized with the received channel Loglikelihood ratio (LLR) and the extrinsic messages L ij are initialized with zeros. For each sub-iteration:
in which E ij are the messages sent from variable node j to check node i while A(i) is the set of variable nodes connected with check node i. If the decoded codeword ĉ satisfies the parity-check function ˆ0 H c or the iteration number reaches the predefined maximum value, the decoding will be terminated. Otherwise the steps with (1)-(3) should be repeated.
The QC PCMs, in which the column weights for each horizontal layer never exceed one, allow paralleled decoding for each row block with appropriate permutation operations to the APP messages of each variable node group [9] .
C. Message updating conflict in DVB-T2
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FIGURE 2. EXAMPLE FOR MESSAGE UPDATING CONFLICT
As mentioned, MSI blocks appear during QC transformation for DVB-T2 LDPC codes. If we consider each row block as one layer in the partial-parallel layered decoding, n diagonals within a block means that APP messages for these variable nodes will be updated n times concurrently. It is equivalent to cut n-1 of n check-to-variable edges for such variable nodes as shown in Fig. 2 , which demonstrates an example of cutting edge with both PCM Fig. 2 (a) and bipartite graph Fig. 2 (b) representations for one layer. Check nodes C 0 and C 1 compose one layer and variable nodes V 0 , V 1 and V 2 connect with them. The two red edges shown in Fig. 2 (b) send the updated extrinsic messages L 00 and L 10 calculated with equation (2) to variable node V 0 for APP 0 updating with equation (3) concurrently, but only one of them can participate in the equation. As a result, either of the two edges is cut. This problem is the message updating conflict problem and forces parallel level degradation or performance loss. To implement the layered algorithm, this problem must be solved first.
III. RESOLUTION TO MESSAGE UPDATING CONFLICT FOR DVB-T2
In this section, we illustrate our resolution to the message updating conflict problem with two techniques. The most important advantage of our proposal is that we exactly apply the layered decoding algorithm and follow the original PCM specified in DVB-T2 for decoder implementations.
A. PCM Rearrange
To achieve the sufficient decoding throughput of 90Mbps required by DVB-T2 system, dozens of parallel processors instead of 360 are enough. We would like to introduce parameter H , which is the integer factors of 360, to reorder the original PCM into smaller block QC-like matrices, in which the corresponding block size is / 
The conflict blocks can be reduced significantly by enlarging parameter H but cannot be eliminated. [10] Unfortunately, the QClike PCM generated with equation (4) is not hardware-friendly. Firstly, many variable node blocks are shared by pairs of successive layers which will cause serious data dependency problem in pipelined partial-parallel layered decoding. Secondly, the number of non-zero blocks is increased H times since the total edge number will not be changed during reordering. As a result, H times of data for PCM information are required. In the case of 9 H , the size of PCM information for all six code rates is about 600kbits, which is even close to the size of extrinsic memory! To solve the two problems mentioned above, we prefer to further reorder the row blocks in seed matrix generated with equation (4).
Considering the H identities generated with equation (4), if the information for one identity is calculated, that of other identities can be calculated from it. Furthermore, these H identities are in different rows and columns since the j and k of them are all different. Therefore, storing information for one identity is enough instead of storing all H identities. The main idea of the proposed PCM Rearrange method is that we can put the generated identities in successive H rows to solve the data dependency problem between layers and reduce the huge PCM information to 1 / H by only storing PCM information for each one of H layers.
Finally, by modulo and dividing q to the row indices we can derive that for the b-th row of number X in the address table, the indices (J, K) and shift values S JK in the seed matrix H A * can be represented by equation (5) as follows:
It can be found that data dependency problem will not occur between successive row blocks in every group of H layers. To eliminate the data dependency problem between two groups of H layers, we can simply deal with it by exchanging the order of two successive groups.
B. Layer Division
In order to deal with the remaining conflicts after the PCM rearrange scheme, we propose the Layer Division technique which selectively divides the conflict layer into two sub-layers to avoid updating the same APP message concurrently while maintaining the parallelism of decoding. Let us take 8x8 conflict block which is shown in Fig. 3 (a) as an example to explain the mechanism of this technique. Commonly, in the pipelined partial-parallel decoding, it is treated as two shifted identities taking part in the message updating in the corresponding layer, which share the same APP messages, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The later updated APP messages will overwrite the earlier ones without using them thus causing message updating conflict problem. By simply dividing the eight check nodes of this conflict layer into two groups which are painted white and dark as shown in the figure, we can ensure that in each group of check nodes the APP messages are just updated once. For the decoding process of these two sub-layers, we firstly decode the dark sub-layer to update all the APP messages through red-marked edges, then use the newly updated messages to decode the white sub-layer to obtain final APP messages. In order to apply this technique to solve all the remaining conflicts for DVB-T2 LDPC decoders, firstly, it must be ensured that there are available divisions for all the conflict layers in rearranged DVB-T2 matrices. Secondly, the decoding process for the two sublayers should be maximally overlapped to avoid half of the parallel processors from idling while decoding the conflict layers. Whether a conflict block can be successfully divided depends on two values: the block size P and the distance of the two diagonals d. A division algorithm shown in Fig. 4 is proposed to check whether conflict blocks can be successfully divided and distributes the check nodes into two sets if possible. The main reason to select 9 H in our design is that the elements of unsolved set U d do not exist in the remaining conflict blocks when 40 P . Totally three division patterns are enough to cover all the conflict blocks for DVB-T2 LDPC codes.
Directly decoding the two sub-layers as two layers will bring serious data dependency problem. The second sub-layer must wait for APP updating results updated by the first sub-layer. Therefore, we put the conflict block in the front of the first sub-layer and at the end of the second sub-layer to reduce the overall clock cycles for read operations, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . Block A1 and A2 are separated from the conflict block A, while block B-E are normal QC blocks. Considering the pipelined LDPC decoders, we assume that there is one-cycle delay for row processing, named as "FIFO-Delay". We also assume that we can bypass the updated APP messages to the input port of the processor for read operations with one-cycle delay, named as "Bypass-delay". The APP messages required by block A2 in the second sub-layer are just the APP messages updated by block A1 from the first sub-layer, and vice versa. 
LAYERS
Based on all above criterions, the timing diagram for successive conflict layers is shown in Fig. 5 (b) , in which the pipelined processing is overlapped. In this figure, the FIFO-delay and Bypassdelay totally lead to a two-cycle delay for the read operations of APP messages of blocks A2 and A1 in the second sub-layer, which are marked with red blanks. We should notice that the read operations of blocks A1 and A2 in the first sub-layer for the next layer can be overlapped with the read operations of blocks A2 and A1 in the second sub-layer for the current layer since the latter messages are from the bypass. So that only two extra clock cycles are required for decoding each conflict layer compared to normal layers. For DVB-T2 normal frame codes, the worst case occurred in rate 4/5, is 1.2% decoding time redundancy. If a conflict layer is followed by normal layers or conflict layers with different division patterns, extra two clock cycles are required as shown in 6 demonstrates the top-level decoder architecture based on the conflict resolution for DVB-T2 normal frame codes as described in Section III. Differed from the pipelined partial-parallel layered decoder architecture for QC-LDPC codes, some special modules are implemented to achieve the proposed functions. The information generating unit (IGU) is responsible for recover the whole PCM information from the compressed data. Pattern decoder (PD) is designed for generating layer division pattern information. The BYPASS and APP-SEL unit can achieve exactly the overlapping function as shown in Fig. 5 (b)(c) . In APP-SEL unit, one level of flip-flops is implemented to balance the critical path while achieving the one-cycle Bypass-delay. Benefit from the small parallel level, the redundant hardware can be omitted compared to the large memories.
V. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
Software simulations demonstrate that the proposed strategy can improve the BER performance for DVB-T2 LDPC codes compared with that of [8] as shown in Fig. 7 . The conflict layers are decoded with TPMP algorithm while the common layers are decoded with the layered algorithm in [8] , the same as most of other works. Under the same simulation conditions, our proposed method, which is the only method ensured conflict-free layered decoding, achieves better performance. The decoder core is synthesized with SMIC 90nm CMOS technology. Synthesis results are listed in Table 1 . For code rate 3/5, which has the most of edges, the air throughput at the maximum clock frequency can be calculated as 116 Mbps with 25 iterations which meets the 90 Mbps requirement for DVB-T2 system.
There is not any LDPC decoder core design applying the layered algorithm for DVB-T2, so that we compare with the latest DVB-S2 design [9] which also pays attention to solving the message updating conflict problem. In our design, the total gate count is rather small mainly because of the less parallelism since most of the gates are occupied by PE (processing element) and PN (permutation network). Compare to [9] the RAM size is largely reduced because code rates in DVB-T2 LDPC codes are less than DVB-S2 and the extrinsic memory organization in the proposed decoder is also simpler than that of [9] . VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a partial-parallel layered LDPC decoder architecture with a novel conflict resolution to the message updating conflict problem for DVB-T2 LDPC codes. Two techniques are proposed to guarantee conflict-free layered decoding performance with reasonable parallelism and efficient pipeline. Moreover, simulation result shows that the proposed decoder architecture can achieve better error-correcting performance compared to state-of-theart works.
